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This zinc has got me all lied up in knots. The first version I 
distributed 50 copies of at the 2010 Chicago zine fest in March, but 
I have edited, expanded and removed things. This is my first zine, 
and part of pie keeps feel ing like this sh.it is obvious, like I'm 
saying tbings people a lready know and duh. I tell myself people are 
gonna think I'm s tupid or naive or worse, boring. That's why I've 
trie<l to mostly speak about my own experience, because everytime 
I try to w rite something 'educational' I trip over myself trying lo 
cater to everyone and include IO I with nosebleed theory. So, some 
or lhe language might be new to some fo lks. If you have questions 
please ask me ! 

This is basically a collection of my thoughts on gender- my biggest 
obsession. T he title might be a bit misleading, cos it's 1101 exactly 
about po lyamory ... but my li fe is, so there! 

Now, credit where it's due: 
Huge than.ks to C hris ty Road for le tting me use lots of yr artwork, 
(find her stuff at croadcore. org) 
Thank you to Emily a nd Joey at a softer world for your lovely 
webcomic, more of their humor at aso.fterworfd.com 
Nome, b ig thanks for a lways writing thoughtful and personal stuff, 
y(!r blog is way cool and I love it. Ze ca.n be found at 
h11p:l/11111omede11imp. wordpress. com/ 
And Andrea Gibson, thanks for letting me use your poetry! See her 
/\MAZING stuff at andreagibson.org (or youtube!) 
I want to thank my wonderful copy elves (and all the copy elves of 
the world) cos without the ir copy codes and workplace insunection 
this (and many other zines) would not be possible! 

And last but definite ly not leas t to my wonderful supportive 
friends .. 1 would not be able to figure any of this gender s tuff out 
w ithout yas. [ hope yas know how much I'm app reciating your 
support. I'm fuckin real excited to start our drag group and explore 
and love and genderfuck and carve a space out for ourselves in this 
world! 
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· My relationship to my gender and the way I interpret it is always 
changing, and I'm sure I'll go back and read some of this just a few 
months from now and cringe, but whatever! Part of me needs to get 
some of this stuff in print, just to survive where I'm at and try and 
explain who I am to people. I hope, dear reader, that it gets you 
think1ng and I hope you like it. And if you have questions or want 
to call me out on some of my blind spots or just want to say hi, I'd 
love for you· to email me at yrstruly@riseup.net 

yrs sinqueerly, 
L 

. : : 
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I do not want to hate gender. The rigid, non-overlapping gender 
binary which forces us to check the 'M' or 'F', and places men and 
women as 'opposites', is oppressive and should be dismantled, yes. 
But I do not want to 'smash gender,' I want to love gender .. expl.ore 
it, and let it take me places that heteronormativity never could. 
When I say 'genderfuck' I mean fuck as in love, not 
fuck as in destroy. 
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.. 
Sometimes I wonder abo ut my sexuality. Although I have been 
polyamorously partnered with women and have ki.ssed lots of my 
female friends, I have no clue what sleeping with a woman would 
be like. Arid I've only slept with n few men (no all 'su·aight' men 
but m re or less 'men ' in some sense). I've only recently started 
trying o be aware of my own power in sex, and knowing lha I can 
say no, and trying to retain some of that power rather thanjust 
giving it away like I have in the pa t. Sometime when I find 
my elf in a sex ua! ituation with someone, I just clam up, I 
completely lose my voice. I don't know how to say what I want, 
and I don't even know what I wanr. I feel no control over my body, 
I leave it completely in the other per on' hands. I am afraid to ay 
what I want in case it i different Urnn what the other person wants, 
and j usl desperately wnnt the 0U1cr person to take charge and do as 
they please. There i. part of me that really wants to change tlri s, l 
wanl to take some of the power back for myself, I want to have a 
voice. 

I 
But then again, I am wondering if given the l'ight ituation, this 
could be a healthy, enjoyable part of my sexualiry? Like mayb the 
prob! m is not that I want other people to take charge but that my 
mind is telling me that this is unhealthy. Maybe if it is conser1SLHII 
and communicative it is okay to let llomeone take charge. Maybe 
my problem is not in wanting to be ubmis ive, but it L in letting 
that happen by default because I don ' t feel strong enough to say 
\.Vhat I want. I don t fee l strong enough when I feel like I have to 
hve up to ome aggress lve, sex-pos iti ve sexuality thatjust isn't me. 
Maybe I would feel strong enough to say what I want if what I want 
i · to bed minated by someone el e, and I can say that and ask for 
it. Then it is no longer that that person is exploiting me or 
oppressing or silencing me, because I've communicated what I 
want. Thts new way of being sexual might allow me to enjoy being 
dominated without gui l t. 
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. r'donfthink therc1s anything wrong with dom/sub sex roles- I 
would be really againsl saying anything is ·wrong' with any son of 

· consensual sexuality or desire. But (here is part of me that can't 
help but wonder if these sexualities are formed out of oppression. I 
know they can be enjoyed and practiced healthily and consensually, 

· but I can't help but feel like the reason they exist in the first place 
must come from a cultrue of abuse . 

. i . 

-Liket ciciii't ;,.,,ant' to"Judg;ot.h.er people or make assumptions about 
other peoples' reasons for being into BDSM, but I can be pretty 
certain that my interest in it has a lot to do with patriarchy and 
sexual abuse. T hat doesn't mean I will resist it, just because I know 

· it is formed out of something ugly. I think I can embrace my desires 
and still challenge the things that have formed them. I am who I 
am- genderqueer, abortionee, sexual. assault survivor, patriarchy 
slU'vivor, feminist, polyarnorist, anarchist, the list goes on and is 
ever-changing. But the ugly bits are just as much a part of my 
identity as the wonderful bits. 

- . ' . .. 
I think everyone has experienced some form of sexual abuse in 
their life, everyone is a survivor. l've said before that we are all just 
'surviving our sexualities'. It is a miracle that some of us are even 
able to have safe healthy sex, what with everything we are 
inundated with in our society- telling us to be quiet, te lling us that 
everyone else is normal and we must be fucked up if we're not, and 
please just don't let anyone find out. Everyone trying to hide their 
uniqueness, pretend like nothin g is wrong. No one knowing how to 
communicate about their need15, about their desires. Even to our 
lovers, we can't even talk about our sexualities to the people we're 
sleeping with. It is a wonder anyone is able to enjoy sex at all. I 
think it is a real testament to how supportive and loving we as 
lovers and friends can potentially be that such vibran~,sex-positive 
communities exist despite our sex-negati ve culture. But we have a 
long way to go. I know I do. Since I don't really know for myself, I 
am trusting other people's experience in believing that BDSM can 
be safe and healthy. For me, exploring this is how I want to uncover 
the ways I have been silenced in my sexuality. 





I 
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Gender fluidity and 'Identity fixedness' 
Someone.asked me recently if by gender fluidity I mean being able 

. to take off and put on different genders. Not exactly. That sounds 
more like genderf uck to me. Gender fuck denaturalises gender and 
shows the perfonnativity of gender. It has the connotation of being 
about shocking others and disrupting others' perceptions, but I 
think it can also be about yourself. It can be about exploring 
yourself through gender, 'leaving more fluid room to be self
expressed and self-explorative, with less expectations of a norm 
and more room to play via being radically honest' (Wikipedia: 
Genderfuck). 

For me, gender fluidity is less about the way others ~e~·ceive you 
and creating the space to be 'radically honest,' and 111s more about 
being radically honest. It is a9out let~ir:g gender e~br_ace you ~nd 
·feeling comfortable in it. Gender flu1d1ty fee!s mo1e like ~motional 
and personal growth-not in a linear way but man expansive, 
anything-is-possible way. It is more pers?~al ~an genderfuck. 
Genderfuck is deconstructive, gender flu1d1ty 1s expressive. 
Gend~rfuck is purposefully contract ictory, whereas when gender 
fluidity is contradictory, it is so incidentally. 

In terms of identity politics, fluidity to me means not focusing on 
one fixed identity as a person's 'true' identity, forcing all previous 
identities leading up to that final 'enlightened' one-to be understood 
as na·ive or artificial. Gender fluidity means validating a person's 
past, present, and future genders. 'Coming out' is not a once-off 
event, it is a lifelong process of self-exploration. Within gender 
fluidity, we do not experience ourseJves as being on a linear path 
to self-discovery that leads to our one true sel.f. It is not that we 
were xyz all along (a lesbian, a trannyfag) and we just didn't 
realise it or were suppressing it. Rather for me, as I grow and learn 
and meet more people with diverse life experiences, my self
expression, desires, and self-understanding change. r cton't feel like 

· I'm 'discovering' an inherent queerness that was laying dormant, J 
feel"like I am allowing myself t0 be.self-expressed outside of 
heteronormativity, which is queer. '. 
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l do not want t~ inv_a~idate people who do experience their 
: exu~J/gender 1dentit1es a fixed and who feel that they were [insert . 
ide~tityJ all ~long: Man~ folks , probably a majority of people, ' 
claim the e f1~ed 1dent1t1e proudly. Some trannies and queers do · 

not want ~o thmk nbout their past identities, probably because it 
ca11 be pamful to remember back when you were straight, or back 
vvhen you were a boy. To many o lks those past selve have little 
to do :vitl~ the.ir pr~sent identitie . However this is ju ·t one way of 
~xpe~1encmg 1dent1ty. I'm hoping to describe my own f eling of 
~dentily, and explain gender fluidity as I understand and experience 
1~. There are loads of u who do not experience the e things as 

-

fix d or stable, who do nol think that we were [any identity] all 
n!ong, and who might not be ab le to untangle our past identities 

from or ever-changing present ones . t • I __ , 
There i a ocfal norm which di courages those of u with fluid I 

genders and sexualilie from expre sing that fluidity: it could be ; ; 
thought of as 'identity essential ism, but or now I' H call that norm 
'idenlity tixedism' (if omeone thinks of a better phra e, lemme 
lrnow). Identity fixedism ·es tricts people from engaging in any 
behavior that doesn 't fit their claimed identity. This ·ocia l. norm is i. •. 
not only prevalent in the dominant heteronormative socicy, but i 
is pervasive in much of mainstream LGBT culture, a contnbut ing 
a pect of what some have called 'homonormativity.' or example 
this ocial norm of identity fixedness restricts gay identified men 
from ever being romantic or exual with women or female bodied 
people and identified bulches and masculine women from ever 
ex.pressing any type of femini nity. I think sometimes this norm is 
upheld because people simply aren 't interested in identity 
contradictory behavior and sometimes because they are afraid it 
will compromise their identity. 

I 
..... . . 

' 
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This tendency ·to base ide~tity catego1:ies on behavioral 
qualifications rather than a persyn's understanding of themselves 
results in identity fixedism and social policing, ensuring that 
people do not step out of their identity boxes or engage in identity
contradictory behavior. Trans folks often end up challenging this 
tendency towards social polic.ing and identity fixedism that we see 
in homonormativity (and heteronormativity) because if someone 
who bases their identity off of being attracted to men starts dating a 
man with a cunt, or finds out their male partner is going to start 
transitioning and living as a woman, this person's sexual identity is 
now in question. 

. ..... 
,• 

So if identity fixedism is problematic for people who report 
relatively stable identities but may occasiona11y engage in behavior 
which contradicts this i.denti.ty, imagine how problematic this 
social expectation of fixedness can be for folks whose identities are 
constantly changing, growing, or contradicting themselves. This .is 
why many of us have embraced a queer identity for our genders as 
,veil as sexualities. 

\0 



No t-J\oft. 

&U\dY \>o\\c.t. ~ 
Let' · stop p_olicing ourselves and each other. Gender is one game 
that you don't lrnve to play by anyone else's rules . The real danger 
in this 'gender is a social construct', 'abolish gender' crap is that in 
gendertopic spaces, anyone who is not subversive enough, or is 
seen as gender normative' al ready fai ls. We (and I'm guilty of this 
too) as ume that they are being 'duped' or buying into gender 
norms. What the fuck? Are we fighting for gender liberation so that 
we can tell peopl how to express themselves? You have no idea 
where someone e lse is com.ing from, or what gender journey has 
led them where they are today. Awhile ago I befriended a femme 
lady who seemed so comfortable wearing linge1ie at a queer quat 
party that I thought s·he must really have a strong sense of her 
identity- she knows exactl y who she is and how to express it. l wa 
smprised when she told me that up until recently she identified as a 
transgn y, and mosl of her friends back home still refer to her as 'he' 
even thought she's presenting more femme now. 

r I I ',;:j 

l do not want to create more gender hierarchie , with 'subversive' 
genders _a t the top and 'normative' genders at the bottom. Some 
people fit comfortably within the gender binary, and that is fine. If 
:'ou take a.closer look, I_ bet most people have ways that they 
transgress the gender binary, but their identities fit comfortably 
into categories of 'male' 'female', 'hetero' 'homo' 'masculine' 
'fem inine' and that is fine! There is nothing wro~g with the 
categ~nes of 'woman' and 'man', only when they are constructed as 
opposJ tes ~nd based of~ of e ·sentialist definitions such as having a 
cunt or a d1ck and fucking men or women do they become 
p~oblemat,ic. I think it's fine to have two major categories, as long 
as we don t s~e them a mutually exclusive, non-overlapping, or the 
on I y t wf opuons. D . .., . lli , 

\\ 
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. : ,.- . , t:1any trans people battle gender dissonance all or much of their 
':··r;_..i hves, and many transsexuals who transition from one sex to 
_ _..:. : another h~ve f?ught lo~g and hard to get their gender recognised. I 

· . refuse to mvahdate theu· genders by saying gender is socially 
· constructed. It is socially enforced, yes, but not constructed. This is 

a matter of _c~ecking privilege, because many rransfolks do not 
~ave t_he pnvilege of taking their gender for granted or believing it 

• 1s socially constructed. 

I don't want lo write people off as 'gender normative' because like I 
said you never know what gende r j ourney has led someone to their 
current understanding of their gender and how to communicate that 
gender to others. Thanks to the help of ho1mones and in some cases 
surgeries, there are transfolks living in stealth everywhere. For 
some, it is necessary to hide the ir trans status (or li ve their gender 
identity as they want to without qualifiers such as 'trans'- depends 
on how they see it.) And I would never say there's anything wrong 
with that. Because of the highly marginalised status of trans people 
in our society sometimes people just gotta go stealth, for safety or 
for sanity. 

,,, 
~ 
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Blog, Blog, Blog: What is Cis? 
Talking with ome, anthor of the blog That's Whar Ze Said 

This is my response (though edired and expanded) to a blog entry 
tit led 'What is Cis? ' in which the blogger offers zan 101 definition 
of' 'cis'. Ze explains where the prefix comes from and why it is 
important to name th dominant majority rather than allow them 
the hegemonic power of going nameless and on ly naming the 
minorities. o summarise, cis is a synonym for 'non-trans' and 
generally means that a person's gender identity is aligned with or 
fiLs into the sex/gender that they wcr assigned at birth and 
socialised into. However 'cis' raise loads of questions for me ... 
I really like the idea of using 'cis' lo describe people, I think it is 

ood to name things rather than just accepting cisfolks as the norm 
and everybody else as some type of variant. But it cause some 
confus ion for me. I fee l like I should identify (or not identi fy, but at 
least name) myself cissexual, because I don't experience the inten e 
gender dissonance that so many people do when their bodies don't 
match their gend rs ... I feel sorta ambivalent towards my body, I 
guess. I bind, but I dont want top surgery. I don't mind my ches t, I 
ju t don't want other people to use it to gender me and figure out 
how they should treat me. But I'm definitely not cisgender, cos my 
gender i queer. 



So I guess I could be 'cissexual genderqueer', that makes sense. But 
I dunno, sometimes I feel like the whole cis/trans is jusl another 
binary. It seems by definition that they are mutually exclusive 
categories, but I don't think they can be if lhey are going robe 
useful to us. I might technically be cis(sexual) by some definitions, 
but trans is also wrapped up in my genderqueer identity. Maybe I 
can be sexqueer, that's one suggestion Nome made. 
And as Kate Bornstein and others have pointed out, it is not okay 
that 'cis' has come to mean 'transphobic' to some people. Cis and 
trans is sometimes constructed as an 'us vs them' narrative, 'we are 
the oppressed and they are the oppressors' which I think is 
problematic. And when people say things like 'cisfolks just don't 
get it,' I'm like 'am J cisfolks?' Because I 'get it', bm I'm not 
transsexual so doesn't that mean I'm cissexual? I want to think not, 
because I don't want this to be another mutually exclusive, non
overlapping binary. But how else do you talk about the fact that I 
don'l experience the dysphoria that many transsexuals do, wiLhout 
naming me cis(sexual)? 

Also I think these caregories are not as tidy as we would Ii ke them 
to be. I have heard of people who have transitioned from one sex lo 
another, but they identify as cissexual not transsexual, because their 
sex n_o_w matches their gender, and lhey are done with their 
tra~s1t1on- and often or always gramed cis privilege. 
This bloggcr says 'cis' is purely descriptive, and does not say much 
about how someone relates to their sex/gender. In other words it is 
no~ necessarily or very often an identity. This helps me make s'ense 
of i t, because a persyn could identify as trnns and then describe 
their relationship to !heir body as cis if they wanted to. 

Cis co?1es from Latin, a prefix for 'on the same side.' It 
~omplun_ents trans, the prefix for 'across' or 'over.' I prefer cis to 
non trans' 'b" ' ' · • b · · · 10 or gentle, ecause these all have heav.y essentialist 
values attached to them, othering 'trans' and constrnctiiig 'cis' as the 
norm. 



Gendcrquecrs in the 1\•3ns Community 
Some ques ti ons l've been aski ng myself are about genderqucers in 
till; trans community. I guess my original questions were abo.ut how 
genderqneer face different things than other trans people and o 
does that make them less a pa11 of the trans community, but now I 
think no, defin•icely not. I guess it is sort of obvious that diffe rent 
genders are goiilg to face different things, and there are endless 
types of ge nders in the trans community. And just to be dear, I am 
n )t using 'communi ty' here in any son of essentialist or 
hon ogenising way. The author of the zine 'Every body is a 
modified body' put it well in an article on genderqueer and trans 
identities when they sa id "I ad vocate a difference-positive, 
coalitional model of solidari ty (which doesn't require or ass ume 
sameness) rather than llnity." 

I \ I. 
Genderqueers whose gender expression might be fluid but who are 
not interested in altering their bodies hormon·auy or surgically 
experience very different types of oppression than transsexuals 
whose assigned sex and gender do not match their subconscious 
. ex or gender identity and who constantly battle gender dissonance. 
(Discla imer: I nm not 'summing up' gcnderqueers and transsexuals, 
tho e are jus t examples of one way to be genderqueer and one way 
to be transsexual). Sexism, pntriarchy, and cissexism all affect an 
effeminate transman differently than a feminine transwoman, or a 
sometimes effeminate sometimes masculine genderqueer persyn . 
Are there important difference between 'primary tran sexual ' 
who 'always knew' and have lived with the 'wrong body' 
dissonance and other trnnssexuals who decided to transition for 
more societal reasons, because they did not like being tre Led by 
others as the gender they we re assigned and socialised into? These 
are que. Lions I think it is good to think abont, but more than 
anythi ng I think it is important LO remember that the answers are 
go ing to be different for everybody. Intersectionality describe the 
way, we cc1n simultaneously experi ence privilege and oppression 
within one body along line of race, class, religion, gender, abi li ty, 
sexuality, nationality, sexual abuse history, etc. So not only are 
some genderquee rs going to have gender experiences distinct from 
transsexuals and other trans people, but in terms of 
i ,tersectionality, no two people in the trans community are going t~ _ 

have the same experience, peri od. This gets me wondering what -----
'community' even means. Bm using a 'difference-positive coalition 
model' I think we can stop ourselves from deconstructing 
'co mmunity ' inlo oblivion. 

\5 



I recently read a blog post titled 'Appropriation of genderqu er 
identities' which suggested cisgender folks use 'genderfuck' when 
they want to express a desire to challenge the gender binary. rather 

: than adopting genderqueer identities as a political statement. I 
; agree that cisgender folks adopting genderqueer identities just to 
: challenge the gender binary as a political statement is problematic, 

as is adopting genderqueer identities to seem more 'radical' or gain 
access o queers who wouldn't normally be attracted toy u. But 1 
do OT have the right lo decide whether s meone is 
misrepr senting their identity. Only an individual can decid 
whether they are appropriating genderqueer, it is not up to anyone 
elJ;~_t.9_~'!'ake that judgement. -· - - · · - ···-· · · 

Part or me is scared 'that i ·a~ in fact appropriating genderqueer and 
that Jam just really ignorant and blind to it. But then I remember 
that I just can't pos ibly go back to 'girl'. Genderqueer is the closes t 
thing I've found to a description of me. I think my pause came from 
the fact that I have a real desire to fock with people's percept Lons 
and make my genderqueerness more visible. I know that many 
gendcrqueers do not want to fuck with people's perceptions, they 
just want to be who they are and don't have much choice in th 
matter. So my desire to genderfuck/ confuse people- not just desire, 
my longing- as someone who identifies as genderqueer, made me 
wonder if that meant I was appropriating. If so much of my 
gendcrqucemess is about what other people think, then does that 
mean it isn't coming from me? Who am I? You can imagine the 
kind of self-doubt a persyn could spiral into with this. But I think 
that my personal understanding of gender a a languag , as an 
interaction and a way of communicating, makes my own 
genderqueemess inextricable from my need to fuck with people's 
perceptions .. 

Al o I want to acknowledge that my ability ro gende1fuck and do it 
with a relative sense of afety shows my own privilege along lines 
of race, class, and po ibly even gender in the sense that people are 

' usually perceiving me as female no matler what I do. So unlike 
_ some genderqueers/transfolks/butches/etc who occupy a d~ngerous 
· space of in_-betweenness which seems to elicit a hatred that can 

sometimes cost them their lives or at lea t compromise their sense 
of afety, people are usualJy able to make their minds up abour my 
gender- even though they are wrong. 



What a double edged sword. The in-between that I feel that I want 
people to ~ee, is the same in-between that has caused ~ much pain 
and suffenn~ for so many people. Is il bad that I want people to -..-. 
confront me m the bathroom, to ask ifl know this is the ladies 
room?~ fee l like an impo ter there, and it just makes me angry 
when girls' eyes meet mine in the mirror, smile and look away. Cant 
you tel! I don't belong here? 1 AM NOT ONE OF YOU ! I r -

I shouldn't call it in-betweenness, cos it's not. Not for ail of us. It is 
just outs ide of the binary of acceptable genders, of which there are 
on ly two. Two ! You must be one or the other not both or nc.itn~r, 
and you certainly can't switch between them day to day. Fuck that. 
We are the gender outlaws, the miscreants . We take what we like 
from masculinity, from fem ininit}', put it in a blender and come up 
with a gender delight all our own. Or maybe we create our own 
g nder xpressjon, completely fresh and unheard of yet. Gender 
inventors, the deconstructjon worker . The fag . the dykes, the 
queens, the kings, genderqueers, traonyboi.s and trannygrr!s, the 
bu tches, the femme (either of which can be embodied by any 
gender), crossdressers, bearded ladie and so many more that I am 
fo rgett ing or, delightfully, that I haven't even heard of yet! 

(you didn't think you were gonna get through this whole zine 
without an ode to the outlaws, did you?) 

I LL . 
I I 

That said, wiping my brow and stepping down from my ·soapbox, _ ··--
remember that binary does not equal obediant or lawful... ,our 
binary and cis gendered friends can gender-fuck with the be t of 
'em . 

Fuck hit up! 

I ._____ __ I 
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Visibility of Genderqueers, or 'Why I Bind' 
Visibility is a difficult issue for genderqueers, because our society 
is constructed around the gender binary, and most people think in 
terms of that binary- 'men' and 'women' are mutually exclusive and ~ 
are opposites. Women are feminine and they are attracted to men, 
and men are masculine and they are attracted to women. Obviously 
there are lo~ds of people who do not fit into this binary, way too 
many to regard us as 'anomolies' or 'mistakes'. And while some 
strides have been made thanks to the feminist and gay liberation 
movements, there still isn't very much room for us genderqueers. 
Thanks to pop media and television, much of the dominant society 
lrns a vague understanding of the notion of transsexuals being 

~ i, : 'trapped in the wrong body,' which certainly does not represent . 
~'tft(I reality for all or even most transsexuals, but it at le_ast provides 

some ground work for cis folks to understand why ·a persyn would 
transition from one gender to another. However there is very little 
basis for most people to understand a gender identity that is neither 

:>.a;"IJU'IA man nor woman, or a combination of the two. Everyone, no matter 1 

~ how queer or how radical, genders people the instant we see them. 
rf someone is androgynous or blatantly not gender-no1mative, we 
gender them anyway. Only in the queerest of circles is it considered 
pol ite to ask someone what their PGP (preferred gender pronoun) is 

,~ rather than assigning them a gender based on your own 
_ . assumptions. .. __ . __ __ _ 

F~r me as genderq:~er, I'm always aware of when people use 'she' 
' for me, but it is not as much of a slap in the face as when I'm 

referred to as a girl or a woman. That does not feel right to me, and 
r•v~ ..!..~u~sted of many frie~ds that th:Y r~fer to me as a persyn, not 
a g1rl4b1s has been met with a lot of resistance among my non 
queer friends- they often make jokes refeITing to all women as 'that 
person who identifies as a woman' and calling me out every time I 
use the words 'man' or 'woman'. My queer friends don't make a 
joke of it and they say they want to support me, but they seem to 

·have a hard time not referring to me as female and treating me as 

such. . .... .. " ···r ··-· -·-·--···•·----

I've begun to bind my chest, although I am rela_tively comfortable 
with my body and couldn't really imagine wanting top surgery if I 
had the option. Ijnst don't want people to use my chest to gender . .._ 
me. And sometimes I wonder why people aren't more confused lllllil-... 

when they meet me- I wonder why they are so sure I'm a 'she'. I 
don't want to play into gender norms in ord_~rto_g;.rI~...ctm~r; _)~ 

\G\ 



masculine (I'm not masculine at all really) but I do want to disrupt 
people's perceptions a bit more- genderfuck, if you wi ll. 
My choice of clothing is pretty masculine/androgynous, and J have 
had a real aversion to feminine clothing and signifiers in the past 
few years. But my speaking patterns and mannerisms are pretty 
effeminate (calling them feminine doesn't qui le feel right) and J 
don't feel like actively trying to change that just to make my 
genderqueemess more visible. 

And I have found that I am much more comfortable do ing 
'femininity' when I am dressed extra-male or with several male 
signifiers such as suspenders, a mustache, etc . J feel sort of free to 
be as girly or as diva as I want, because I know il won't get 
mistaken for straight girl femininity. I get a real kick out of wearing 
very traditionally male clothing, then adding a glitter belt or 
something aod being a total fag. Sure I'm performing, but l' m 
a lways perfom1ing some type of gender, am l not? 
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f'm amused and take pleasure in putting my prescription for an 
1 UD 1 in my 'trans' folder. Me, an anti-heterononnative genderqueer, 
not only hoping to obtain an IUD, but putting the prescription with 
1ny trans stuff! Blasphemousl 1 usually try and keep my queer and 
tra ns politics/iden tities unaware of the fact that I like to be 
penetrated, som etimes by sperm-makers. 

kay there's plenty of sperm-makers in my queer and trans 
communities, so getting an IUD hardly compromises my 
queer/trans identitie , of course. But that's not the whole story. 
Sometimes I wan to be penetrated by 'straight' cis men. ''T'm-a
man-and-I -like-girls" cis men. Now that is blasphemous. 

lfl am being fucked by 'straight' ci men, what does that make me? 
Well Uiey'd certainly see me as a girl, otherwise you can be sure 
they wouldn't be fucking me. How can I be okay with that? With all 
my politics, my queerness, genderqueemess, and my feminism
how could that possibly work? 

Ok hold up. To be honest, I'm portraying myself in a certain way, 
the way I want to be perceived. I'm generalising more than is 
possible considering my relatively limjted sexual experience. I 
donrt know for sure ifl do like being fucked by straight cis men- iii.· 
the last two 'men' J've fucked were not exactly strnight or c is, and 1 r 
won't go more than two years in the past to analyse my sexuality, 
co I know it has changed so much since then. 

An IUD is something people who have impregnatable bodies can insert I 
into their uterus to prevent pregnancy- it involves no hormon es, la ts 10 year , ~ 
and is a modern version of birth control which was used in carnal transportation i 
days. § 

23 



All I have to go off is my desires, and what I think about when I am 
wanking. o l think I want to be fucked by a straight cis guy cos no 
matter what J begin thinking about wben I'm wanking, I often end 
up going back to that. And not just being penetrated, but being 
dominated, overpowered. I'm pretty sure that in practice, 
experiencing this with any random straight cis man would freak me 
out, I definitely need some level of trust to feel safe. But how many 
straight ci men do I really trust? Not very many. 



It's fairly ironic that recently my queer, genderqueer, polyarnorous, 
anti-normative fantasies often end up going back to not only the 
same person but the same straight cis man. At the moment, he is the 
only straight cis man who I have a trusting, romantic and loving 
relationship with. He can be a goon sometimes ... socially 
dominating, ignorant to why some less socially privileged people 
might feel silenced, etc. But he is eager to learn, willing to admit 
his blind spots, and sooo fucking open minded . He even lets me be 
big spoon sometimes t And he is absolutely terrified of hurting me 
if we were to become more sexual. I think this is a lot of why we've 
never fucked. (Don't worry he's not ten ified in a patronising way, 
it's legitimate considering his experience of sex and m y own fear 

·-·----·- -
with sex, in not feeling like I have a voice to say no, let alone speak 
what I want or like). 

Because we both seem to-be terrified of this sex- for lots of 
reasons- it somehow makes it safer in my mind. I don't know if I'd 
ever feel safe with someone who wasn't terrified to have sex with 
me. I'ni sending him a zine ca11ed 'learning good consent' right now. 
I want him to learn U1e language and feel of good consent, and then 
sexually dominate me. THIS IS VERY SCARY FOR ME to 
admit because I occupy sort of a 'desexualised' space for him, since 
we've never fucked and haven't really had a sexual relationship 
(there have been passing moments, but one or both of us has 
always put on the brakes). I don't know if his desires are anywhere 
close to' mine, I suspect they aren't really (I don't know because ,ve 
haven't seen each other in months and live in separate places at the 
moment). 

In inconclusion, I think ·this particular person in my life is the 
µerson I go to when thinking about this kind of sex because he's the 
only straight cis guy I deeply love and trust. I can't imagine this 
kind of sex with any of my other partners or sweethearts (at this 
moment- all hail fluidity and polyamory!) But that doesn't mean I 
can't find it other places .. who knows, next week I might meet 
someone who I desire in a si.lnilar (or totally new) way, 

But for now, while it might seem umelated or even contradictory, 
my desire for this particular straight cis man is inextricable from 
my queer/trans/polyamorous identities. 





today i went to the local second-hand store in my town. it is on the 
first floor of a big old house, and it's run by a group of friendly 
older women. i like them because they don't get weird about me 
trying on men's clothes, and one even helped me figure out a pair of 
braces (suspenders)- she said her husband used to wear chem so 
she'd know how to help me. 

i wanted to find a pair of black dress shoes. i wanna start drag 
kinging soon, and i wanna look good. i found one pair in Lhe men's 
section, and another pair in the women's. i tried one of each, the 
'women's' shoe on the left foot, the 'men's' shoe on the right. i paced 
around, looking down, thinking. the Woman shoe was lovely soft 
black leather, pointed at tht: toe with sort of hi.gh ankles. it fit me, 
but i wasn't quite comfortable. it was constricting, sqeezing my 
foot- the kind of thing that i knew i could wear for awhile, but 
eventually the discomfort would get unbearable, and i'd have to 
take them off. the Man shoe was exquisite, really classy. sort of an 
american southwest design carved in the leather, with the daintiest 
silk laces iind a square toe. but the shoe was too big, there was a lot 
of space left that i couldn't fill. i wonied that if i wore them da11cing 
i'd trip and then everyone would know i bought shoes that were too 
big for me. 

i thought about the shoes, how i liked the styles of both, but neither 
fit me. i wished i could have either pair but in a size that fits me. 
but that's not how thrift stores work, they don't custom make these 
things for individuals. you just have to sift th.rough the things other 
folks have left for you, work with what's there. maybe someday i'll 
find a pair that fit.s me better. i paced around a bit more, but i knew 
pretty quickly there was nothing i could do to make the Woman 
shoe fit me. and the Mari shoe, it at least stays on pretty well, and 
when i wear them maybe i could stuff something in the extra spaces 
in the toes to make it feel like they fit me a bit better? i dunno, it's 
worth a shot, i've got nothing to lose, except$ l. 
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The Politics of 'Slipping' 
Even despite my own genderqueemess, my own hyper-awareness 
of gender and trans issues, and my politics of respecting other 
people's identities no matter what, I somehow manage to 'slip' on 
occasion and use 'she' fo:::- someone I know is a boy. Even when I 
don't verbally slip, I catch .. myself thinking about FrM spectrum 
folks and FT?? genderqueer folks as female. I don't seem to have 
tJ1e same issue with MTF spectrum folks, I have fewer problems 
thinking of transwoman and MTF spectrum folks as women, and 
respecting their PGP (prefened gender pronoun), and not 
'ungendering' them or focusing on ilieir birili-assig11ed sex. 
However I cannot say the same for FTM spectrums. I too often 
catch myself 'slipping' and saying 'she', and using their birth
assigned sex to gender fuem . 

I don't like calling it 'slipping', because I do not think it is an 
accident. There is something behind it. In my case I think it is 
because transmen and transmascuhne spectrum folks are often 
feminist, queer, and totally up on gender politics, refusing male 
privilege etc, and because of this I relate to them differently than I 
do most men. (This says something interesting about what l see as 
'manliness', doesn't it?) And also, I see more than a little of myself 
in them, and most people use female pronouns for me (though I 
prefer gender neutral). 

I hope I will be able to unlearn this way of thinking and get to a 
place where I have an easier time respecting people's identities and 
PGPs, because I know that being tmgendered is a really awful 
feel ing. To me 'misgendering' and 'ungendering' are two different 
things. Mis gendering is when you meet someone and assign them a 
gender based on your own assumptions, and you are wrong. 
Ungendering is a different thing. I think ungendering is when you 
know someone is trans or genderqueer and you take their gender 
away from them, focusing on their birth sex. Ungendering isn't 
necessarily done purposefully, I've already explained that I do it 
even though I don't want to. 



•' .• 
;· __ ~:•,r "We're all oppressors, we're all oppressed " . l 

My friends call me a girl, a lady, ma'am, ·she', and I don't know 
how to cal l them out on it. hey know how I feel, I've explained my 
genderqueerness to them. But il doesn't change th way they ee 
me, ancl they 'slip up'. Is it really lipping up when it's all I hear? 
I've requested gender neutral pronouns, and asked them not to call 
me a girl. lady or woman. But I've never heard it. All I want is to 
know what it feels like to hear someone say something other than 
'she', but I haven't, not once. How am I supposed to figure out what 
pronoun feel right when 1 never hear any alternatives? 1 hale how 
much of my gender relies on other people and their perceptions. 
But hearing 'she' is not as upsetting as 'girl'. She' I'm used to, and it 
is just a pronoun. But girl is just a slap in the face, a complete 
denial of my queernes , of my identity. It usually takes the wind out 
me so much, I'm unable to call oul the friend who just said it. 

I 
Look, if you slip up, apoligise! Don't ju t hope the person didn't 
hear you and move on, because guarantee you they heard it and it 
probably set alarm bells ringing for them. Or like one genderqueer 
says, another fragile piece of zan breaks off everytime ze hears 
someone get it wrong. Or like I said for me, I gel the wind knocked 

I out of me and don't alway know how to r cover. 

But I'm not being demanding to my fr iends, so why should I expect 
them lo ake the intiative and essentially learn a new language? I 
could get tuff, ca ll them out, tel I them they gotta respect rn or 
they're not my friend . But I won't. I barely have Lhe strength to 
face people I don 't care about, how could I face my friends? 



This is a umrnary/response -t~ -C-alifia's-·chapter in 'The Transgendei- -i 
Studies Reader edited by Steven Wbitt1e and Susan Stryker. I like 

the potential conversations it could start about transrnasculinities 

and male privilege. I'm putting it in this zine because Califia is a 

public figure in the gender wor1d, he bas a long history in the 

BDSM community, and his erotica is fucking hot so people should 
know who he is if they don't already. 

-------- --- --- ----
In this chapter Califia writes about his relationship to manhood and 

manliness after hi chest surgery. He discusses the difficulties in 

transitioning to male from a lesbian feminist background. He does 

not consider himself a 'primary transsexual' who feels they are 

imply correcting a mistake of nature (i.e. a man born in a woman's 

body, etc) but say · that hi~ gender dysphoria bad more to do with 

the way people perceived him. He does not exactly identify as a 

'man', but does not want to be treated as a girl. 

I •.• 



However his lesbian and fentinist history !-~.aves him with a deep 
I 
' respect for women. In his indecision over taking T (testosterone), 

he ays 'I tripped over an amazingly deep wall of sham.e about 
~ , nuileness, and antipathy towards it... the good people, the people 

: who will transform the world and make it a safer, better place, are 

women.' He even questions what use men have. He wants to reject 
male privilege and stereotypes of manhood and find a place for his 

1 own version of masculinity to fit within it 

. He goes on to describe some emotional and psychological changes 
' he noticed after talring T, presumably to name some of the things 

he experiences as 'manliness' which do not necessarily have a value 

attached to them but are simply. his personal experience. These 
changes include an intensified sex qrive, described a a new sort of 

immediacy and increased reaction to visual stimuli. He says it is 

easier to make decisions and working with other people has gotten 

: easier, with less 'fretting ~bo~t lzi~rarchies or teainwork ... there 's -
! less bullshit about leadership or taking orders'. I find this 

interesting, and my feminist 'gender is a social construct' side 

would wonder whether it is that some men are less wonied about 
creating hierarchies or 'bullshit about leadership' simply because 

they are usually benefitting from the e hierarchies and whether 

being socially dominated by others is less of a triggering, violating 

thing for most (we're probably talking white?) men because this 
I 

domination hasn't systematically beer. used against them 
throughout th~ir lives. However Califia seems to be saying that for 

l1im th.is change was a result in taking T, implying that it is not 
, e,, \-.;. re.\) c;,·t.t1~\.M·l\wJ,~,\" hf.. ·o.lSo 4.t\:.' cw-~H.~<. fw>.. ·h,,,e\'o..fr rt.J \\ll 

· now mostly works with men makes the source of this change hard 

I to detennine. 
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He brings up his relationship with his father and how that bas 
affected his perception of manhood and ma culinity, and ends by 
reaffirming his appreciation of women. He says that 'being a fag or 

a third-gender person· is a way for me to try to salvage the good 

that I saw in my father, the virtues that I see in ordinary men, 

without being damaged by the ugliness, -the unbridled rage, the 

hatred of homosexuals, the racism, the arrogance that made me 

wary of my dad. ' 
...... ___ ., ____ _ 
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One per on told me I am creating nore binaries in my thinking, 

' · ! such as' mash gender' or Jove it. This is probably true, as binaries 

j are hard to get away from, so I want to deconstruct it a bit more. 
; 

, ·; Tbis person told me that 'loving' oroetbing isn't necessarily 
:·. · 1 revoluntionary or subversive, that we can Jove things that are 

:<_j hegemonic and not at all subversive, such as bad television. 

l ~owever I think the problem here i language. There are not 
:,;;;/ enough words for love. When I use 'love in. th_e genderfucking, 

1 genderloving sense, I don't mean it in the same way that you love a 
bad television program. I mean love in an active and interactive 

way- 'loving gender' is interacting with, transforming with and 
through gender, 'making love' with and to gender. When I say I 

want to 1ove gender, I don't mean in a one-dimensional, subject

loves-object way. I mean love in a mutually tran formative, 
ubversive way. Loving in that way has th:- potential to challenge 

our identities and radically alter the way we relate to other people. 
This i the type of gender politics I want, where my identity is 

constantly being challenged and remade, and the ways I see and 
,~•-, relate to other people are as fluid and contradictory as I am. 

, 'Abolishing gender' js way too simplistic anr\ will never happen. 

i Systems of oppression such as patriarchy aud capitalism are 
I 

1 reinforced by the rigid, socially enforced gender binary, and l will 
I 

i i do everything can to challenge that, but smashing gender is not 
• 
' the solution. It is fucking everywhere, in everything. Rather than 

trying to abolish it, let's fuck with it, play with it, let it fuc us si11y 

until we don't know which way is up and can't tell the difference 
between our lovers and our mothers. 

I 



Poem by Andrea Gibson 

When I was a kid I would sometimes secretly call myself Andrew. \ 
Would tug at the crotch of my pants the way only pubescent boys \ 
do, ran around pounding on my bare chest like Tarzan. It's not that \ 
I thought I'd grow up to be a man; I just never thought that I'd \ 
grow up to be a woman either. From what I could tell neither of \ 
those categories fit me, but believe me, I knew from a very young 
age never to say "Hey dad, this Adam or Eve thing isn't working 
for me; I mean, what about all the kinds of people in between?" 

In the third grade, Lynnette Lyons asked me where all my Barbies 
were, lied and told her I'd got in trouble so my mom took 'em 
away. I didn 't dare say "Barbies suck, Lynnette! And for that 
matter, Tommy, so does GI Joe." 

I wanna grow into something none of us has ever seen before, and 
gender is just one of the ways we're boxed in and labeled, before 
we're ever able to speak who we dream we are, who we believe 

I 

i , 

we'll become, like drumbeats ever changing their rythm. I am I 
living today ar; someone I had not yet become yesterday, and 

·1 
tonight I will borrow only pieces of who I was today to can-y with j 
me to tomrnorow. I 

i 
i No, I'm not gay. No, I'm not straight, and I'm sure as hell not 

bisexual, damn it! I am whatever I am when I arri it, loving 
whoever you are when the stars shine and whoever you'll be when 
the sun rises. Yes, I like girls. Yes, I like boys. 

i 
I 
j, 

Yes, I like· boys who like boys; I like girls who wear toys and girls 
who don't; girls who don 't call themselves girls; crew cuts or curls 
and that really bad hair phase in between. I like steam rising from 
the body of a one-night stand; I like holding hands for three rnontbs 
before kissing; I like wishing your body was Saturn, my body 
thousand rings wrapped around you. You wanted to be a Buddhist 
nun once; last night you held my cervix between your fingers. I 
thank gods I don't believe in for your changing. Tell roe we'll be 
naming our children "Beautiful" and nothing else. 

; 
; ,. 



__ J Ten Barbie she can go now. Tell GI Joe to put hi gun down and 

find a boyfriend or a girlfriend or a girl-boy-friend; fuck it, y'all, 
GI Joe just needs a friend. I mean, he's plastic and not even the 

kind of plastic that bends. I want to bend in a thousand directions 

like the sun does, 1ike love does, like time stopped so the hands of 

the dock could hold each other; and we held each other like I held 

these words for too many years on the tip of my tongue. 

I am my mother's daughter. I am midnight sun. You can find me on 

the moon waxing and ~aning, my heart full of pebbles every 

single one begging "love me, love me, love me, whoever I am, 
whoever I become. Love me, love me, love me." 

..... __._ J . .. ... 
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That's all fo lks! I was going to put a glossary in the back, but I'm 
running iow on time and space, so I am just going to further explain 
one last thing that I think is important- PRONOUNS ! 

Preferred Gender Pronoun (PGP): It's not okay to ask someone 
you've just mer 'are you a boy or a girl ?' or even 'how do you 
identi fy?' .. . these, re very personal questions which some of us do 
not know the answer 10. A more appropriate question would be 
'what's your pronoun?' 
ome people prefer gender neutral pronouns such as ze and hir 

(pronounced hear). Gelting used to them can take some practice 
(ex: Ze went to the gig with hir partner) but lthink it's good to 
create new language for ourselves when what we have doesn't fit us 
right . Some folks prefer the singular they (ex: Leo called and they 
walll us 10 proofread the gender zine_they made). Grammar purists 
can fuck off. Some people prefer 'people first pronouns', which 
means using the persyn's name instead of a pronoun (ex: m said 

m's gonna sta1i drag kinging soon!) 
And some people don't give a shit about pronouns! B ui it is always 
better to ask then to fuck up and make omeone feel like shit. 

I,. 
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